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The Stormrider Surf Guide: Indonesia and the Indian Ocean lifts the lid on what many believe are

the best waves in the world. Cruise the exotic, swell-soaked shores of the Mentawais, Bali, Sri

Lanka, and the Maldives, then discover the isolated islands of the warm Indian Ocean. The stunning

photos and crucial stats on swell, wind, tide, and weather are just some of the reasons this

indispensable surf guide tops the packing list. The book also includes information on meteorology,

oceanography, surf culture, and stormrider hotspots, as well as off-the-map overviews.INCLUDES:
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"Some surf guides just don't cut the mustard. This one however, cuts the mustard, spreads it on



some toast and tantalises your hydrocephalic taste buds until you can't take it anymore and book a

ticket. We see a lot of surf guides come and go. Most don't demand much attention, but the Low

Pressure books go an extra mile. The photos and words are current and the entire package does

itself justice. Get packing! " Drift Surfing Magazine "Is there a more surfer-friendly playground in the

world than the Indian Ocean? Indonesia is the focus, and the numerous chains of islands

surrounded by world-class reefs play a strong supporting cast. The Stormrider Surf Guides continue

to be the pinnacle of surf travel guidebooks, and this latest edition is no different. It explores tons of

places you've heard of and lots you haven't. If you're planning on taking a trip to anywhere in the

Indian Ocean at any point in time, you'll want to grab a copy of this - it'll be one of the best

purchases for travel you make." Transworld SurfÃ‚Â This Stormrider Guide offers unbiased info on

Indo, as well as delving into newer surf locales in India and the Andaman Islands. Ink on paper has

taken a backseat, but The Stormrider Guides continue to keep hardcopy relevant, because to truly

explore, you gotta unplug and this book has all the info you need to do it. - Australia's Surfing Life

INTRODUCTION PAGES - Meteorology and Oceanography Ã‚Â - Ocean Environment- Surf

Culture- Stormrider Hotspots- Off the map overview SURF BREAK PAGES - Surf break descriptions

Ã‚Â - Stormrider Symbols- When to go- Swell and weather stats Ã‚Â - Travel Information- Surf

business locators  SURF BREAK ZOOM PAGES - Complete Stormrider symbols- Expanded break

descriptions Ã‚Â - In-depth travel information

My husband has always wanted to surf Indonesia. I thought this book would be a nice start for him

to learn about the waves there and get more information before he planned a trip. After he received

it, he couldn't put the book down. There is a lot of good information and beautiful pictures. Makes a

great coffee table book for us right now, too. I highly recommend this book for the surfer in your life!

Detailed descriptions of the well known and lesser known spots.

Buy this and you'll have a great heads up on the lay of the surf regions of Indonesia. Covers many

lesser known spots, and even some that are excellent and still un crowded. Read between the lines

and score.

Traveling Indo last summer I brought this along and was very satisfied with the details. They do a

great job pointing out surf spots while leaving a few of the lesser known spots for you to find on your



own. Well worth the money if you're heading out.

A must have to a surfer who knows Indonesia, this will help your remember when back home...until

you return there...

reading these books gives me the itch to go...BAD!No regrets; pack those bags, find a solid travel

companion, make memories and catch some good waves along the way.

Good Surfguide. Information well organized, visually and graphically well elaborated. Recomend to

surfers willing to explore Indonesia and Indian Ocean waves.

While this book is loaded with great images and lots of info on some specific surf spots, it

completely missesthe opportunity to give more info on places to stay, getting around, local culture

and other things to do.
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